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Alignment and metrology of BGV 

 based on a discussion with Nicolas Chritin and 

Dominique Pugnat (metrology lab)  

 this is work ongoing 
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Preliminaries 

 The BGV detectors will measure tracks based on 8 to 16 coordinate 

measurements (fibre mattresses), each one with about 0.07 mm 

accuracy 

 The fibre module construction tolerances are ~0.1mm or better 

 The position of the modules relative to the actual beam is not 

relevant   

 However, the BGV performance depends on being as close as 

possible to the beam, therefore we should aim at positioning the 

modules as close as possible to the beam pipe surface (ideally 0.1 

mm, but the performance degrades only linearly with the distance; 

thus, it is not dramatic if we end up at 0.5mm) 

 The relative position between modules is important. Ultimately, it will 

be determined from measured tracks (alignment algorithm), but we 

know by experience that it is always an advantage to have a good 

starting point. The relative modules positions should be known to an 

accuracy of ~0.3mm. 
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Motto 

It is better to have a stable 

system with moderate (~0.3mm) 

position accuracy, than have a 

very precise system ( 0,1mm ) 

but with a less certain stability 

(too complex positioning system). 
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Purpose of metrology and survey 

 Must be able to place modules as close as possible to the beam 

pipe without touching the beam pipe 

 

 Must get a first good idea of position of modules relative to each 

other (not to the beam) so that our track-based alignment algorithm 

can start from a good set of alignment parameters  
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Module geometry 

about 46 mm 

cables ?    Florian, Raymond: ok 
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Modules at the beam pipe (nominal) 
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Single module 

 assume fabrication precision is ~0.1mm 

 mount three reference points on each module 

 will be visible at all times (?) 

 fiber positions known w.r.t. ref points 
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Two-module support 

 Will support two modules (sketched as grey dashed lines)  

 Modules can be adjusted relative to the green support 

– two tranverse translations,  and rotations to adjust perpendicularity to nominal beam pipe  

 Green support can be adjusted relative to support plate in the tunnel 
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 two modules mounted on a support and transverse positions are adjusted to a 

precise dummy beam pipe (as nominal) 

– adjustment stroke: about +2 to -2 mm in each u and v should be sufficient 

 need also to adjust the module edge surfaces to the beam pipe. (rotations) 

– parallelism pipe/edge < 0.1mm 

 the longitudinal position is not critical (accuracy ~1 mm) 

Two-module assembly 

turned around 180o (ref points     visible from both sides!) 
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Two-module assembly in situ 

 No more rails  

– vacuum group needs to big a clearance => fully 

dismount modules, if needed 

 TMA is to be mounted on a pre-adjusted plate, 

itself mounted to the support frame 

– the plate is adjusted perp to nominal beam line 

– three points adjustment with fourth point for 

locking 

– the adjustements of the TMA are pre-set such 

that the TMA comes clear of the beam pipe 

(~10mm) when mounted 

 may want to have a dummy TMA for checking, 

same dimensions, same weight distribution, but 

with soft edges... 

 The TMA is mounted then adjusted in position 

– adjustment range of up to ~10mm (precise ~0.1-

0.2mm, stable <0.05 mm) 

 

TMA 

top view 
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Two-module assembly in situ 

 TMA mounted on support plate at ~10mm from beam pipe (!)  

 Adjust TMA to the beam pipe (precise 0.1-0.2mm, stable <0.05mm) 

 Maintain visibility of reference targets ("mires") at all times ? 

 Frame fixed to girder or floor ? 

 Services connected after final adjustement 

 

~10mm 

Mid-May Nicolas has 

a design to discuss 
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services... 
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Complete detector 

 Longitudinal position (z) not crucial, +/-1mm accuracy, but must take into account 

interference between subsequent two-module assemblies!! 

 We must define the nominal z positions with sufficient clearance between them 

(4mm) 
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Module metrology: what can be done ? 

 
what is the focal resolution ? 

what is the focal resolution ? 
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notes/questions 

 NB: can change from optical to touching head "on the fly", no loss in 

accuracy (as far as we are concerned) 

 

 Optical head :  

– what access from SiPM side ? 

– longitudinal accuracy can be 2um on a smooth flat surface 

 will test on a prototype module 

 

 Does it make sense to make a metrology of fibers vs "mires" before 

glueing the mirror ? (and before mounting the SiPM, cooling box, 

etc. ?) 


